
LOOKBOOKLOOKBOOK
DESSERTDESSERT



What better way toWhat better way to
accompany your tea or coffee accompany your tea or coffee 

than a little sweetness?than a little sweetness?
Discover our wide range of Discover our wide range of 
mini pastries, small cakes and mini pastries, small cakes and 

pies to satisfy all appetites. pies to satisfy all appetites. 

FROM AED 8 TO AED 35



We offer a collection of homemade We offer a collection of homemade 
macaroons. Treat yourself andmacaroons. Treat yourself and

compose your box of macaroons compose your box of macaroons 
by choosing from our deliciousby choosing from our delicious

flavors of the moment.  flavors of the moment.  

FROM AED 7 TO AED 35.FROM AED 7 TO AED 35.



A small A small Framboise Framboise cake,cake,
composed of a light vanilla composed of a light vanilla 
mousse, a raspberry confit as mousse, a raspberry confit as 
well as a raspberry mousse with well as a raspberry mousse with 

a rose sablé. a rose sablé. 

AED 35AED 35

Our Our pavlovapavlova, made up of a, made up of a
delicate brunoise of red fruits, delicate brunoise of red fruits, 
enhanced by a creamy vanilla enhanced by a creamy vanilla 

cream. cream. 

AED 29AED 29

It is with a passion that we It is with a passion that we 
prepare our pastries daily. prepare our pastries daily. 
We regularly renew our We regularly renew our 
range to guarantee you range to guarantee you 

fresh, inventive, andfresh, inventive, and
delicious pastries.delicious pastries.



Here is the whole cake version Here is the whole cake version 
of our delicate of our delicate raspberry cake raspberry cake 
to satisfy your family or guests. to satisfy your family or guests. 

AED 137AED 137



RivoliRivoli is a flavoured cake,  is a flavoured cake, 
where the crunchy hazelnut where the crunchy hazelnut 
dacquoise, milk chocolate dacquoise, milk chocolate 
mousse and caramelmousse and caramel
flowing with tonka bean flowing with tonka bean 
form a delicious andform a delicious and
gourmet blend.gourmet blend.

AED 36AED 36

CHOCOLATE LOVERS,CHOCOLATE LOVERS,

YOU ARE NOT LEFT OUT.YOU ARE NOT LEFT OUT.

DISCOVER OURDISCOVER OUR

VARIED AND GOURMET RANGE VARIED AND GOURMET RANGE 

OF CHOCOLATE CAKES TO OF CHOCOLATE CAKES TO 

SATISFY ALL YOUR CHOCOLATE SATISFY ALL YOUR CHOCOLATE 

CRAVINGS. CRAVINGS. 

Discover our famousDiscover our famous
Sicilian cakeSicilian cake composed of  composed of 
a soft chocolate sponge, a soft chocolate sponge, 
a dark chocolate mousse a dark chocolate mousse 
and a delicious Sicilian and a delicious Sicilian 
pistachio ganache. It’s a pistachio ganache. It’s a 

cake full of character. cake full of character. 

AED 35AED 35



Every day, a new pie isEvery day, a new pie is
displayed in our counter.displayed in our counter.
Find for example, aFind for example, a
raspberry tartraspberry tart, composed of , composed of 
a thin crispy dough, a sweet a thin crispy dough, a sweet 
almond cream, a raspberry almond cream, a raspberry 
confit and finally freshconfit and finally fresh
raspberries.raspberries.

AED 113 AED 113 



Or our Or our lemon pielemon pie is unlike any other.  is unlike any other. 
Under this beautiful meringue, hides Under this beautiful meringue, hides 
a lemon and kalamansi cream, a very a lemon and kalamansi cream, a very 
fresh citrus with notes of tangerine fresh citrus with notes of tangerine 
and bitter orange. A treat to finish a and bitter orange. A treat to finish a 
light meal. light meal. 

AED 113AED 113



If you don’t know it yet, don’t delay If you don’t know it yet, don’t delay 
come and discover our delicious come and discover our delicious 
raspberry cheesecake.    

On its crispy base, enjoy a layer On its crispy base, enjoy a layer 
of classic cream cheese mousse, of classic cream cheese mousse, 
another with raspberry andanother with raspberry and
finally its sweet raspberry jellyfinally its sweet raspberry jelly
on top for an extra touch ofon top for an extra touch of
indulgence. indulgence. 

AED 137



Do you want to have fun with family or Do you want to have fun with family or 
friends? Book our best seller of thefriends? Book our best seller of the
moment: moment: Le Rivoli.Le Rivoli.    

On its crispy base with homemade praline, On its crispy base with homemade praline, 
it is between two crunchy hazelnut sponge it is between two crunchy hazelnut sponge 
that a caramel flowing with tonka bean is that a caramel flowing with tonka bean is 
hidden. The milk chocolate moussehidden. The milk chocolate mousse
enhances these flavors of roasted dried enhances these flavors of roasted dried 
fruit and makes this cake a delight for the fruit and makes this cake a delight for the 
taste buds. taste buds. 

AED 156AED 156



Discover our sumptuous creative cakes for Discover our sumptuous creative cakes for 
your special events. Whether for young or your special events. Whether for young or 
old, a birthday or any celebration, we make old, a birthday or any celebration, we make 
memorable cakes for all occasions. Do not memorable cakes for all occasions. Do not 
hesitate to contact us, let us create together hesitate to contact us, let us create together 
the cake of your dreams.  the cake of your dreams.  

PRICES VARY BETWEEN AED 170 AND PRICES VARY BETWEEN AED 170 AND 
AED 250 PER KILO OF CAKES.  AED 250 PER KILO OF CAKES.  

MINIMUM TIME FROM 48 H TO 72 H FOR MINIMUM TIME FROM 48 H TO 72 H FOR 
ORDERS. ORDERS. 



Call: +971 4 701 1127 
Email: restaurantreservation.dfc@ihg.com
Visit: dubaifestivalcityhotels.com/choix
InterContinental Hotel Dubai Festival City

We regularly renew our cakes, do not hesitate to visit We regularly renew our cakes, do not hesitate to visit 
or contact us to explore more of our premium cakes or contact us to explore more of our premium cakes 
and sweets.and sweets.


